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Programs volunteer for food bank efforts
Kimberly Kroznuski
Editor
tudents from LCCC’s TV/Film
and Human Services programs
volunteered with the Second Harvest
Food Bank of Lehigh Valley in order to
bring light to the program’s influence
on the area. Led by Professor Wendy
Barron, the programs joined together to
create five Public Service Announcements
and a behind-the-scenes video, describing
the program and showing how it
influences the community.
“While volunteering for just a short
two hours on a Friday afternoon, I
helped load boxes of donated food into
trucks to send off to food banks and
be served to those in need,” Rachel
DeCressi, LCCC TV/Film student,
said. “It didn’t take much time or
energy out of my day, especially
considering how awesome of a cause
this is. It’s worth every minutes if
it means we’re helping to make a

S

difference.”
Students from both
programs showcased
the videos as part of
their project, where
they were able to watch
the videos together and
discuss their experiences.
“Volunteering over at
Second Harvest meant a
lot to me because it gave
me not only the chance
to help people who
Photo Courtesy of Cody Wisniewski
were less fortunate than
Students work together to load trucks as the Second
myself, but it allowed
Harvest Food Bank. Students from LCCC’s Human Services
me to better understand and TV/Film program made PSAa about their project.
how I can raise awareness
were less fortunate than myself, but
for a cause as important as this,”
it allowed me to better understand
Shane Ritter TV/Film student, said.
how I can raise awareness for a
“Volunteering over at Second Harvest
cause as important as this.” For more
meant a lot to me because it gave me
information about the Second Harvest
not only the chance to help people who
Food Bank, visit www.shfblv.com.

Women in Technology

Looking for a high demand job?
Consider our Computer Specialist-Network
Technology program.
Our graduates have been hired by local companies such as:
. Parkland School District
. PenTeleData
. Lutron Electronics

For more information

Visit our booth at the majors fair for
undecided students April 1st in the
ARC Cafeteria or contact Joyce
Thompson (jthompson@lccc.edu).

The Paw Students gather for pizza with Dr. Bieber
Preview Kailey Herring

Style & Entertainment
Catch a glimpse of
blockbusters that debut
during spring break as
well as Netflix Original
Series premeires.
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L

ehigh Carbon
Community
College President
Ann Bieber held
lunch sessions with
students called
“Pizza with the
Health & Fitness
President” the
Journey with LCCC’s
week of February
23rd at the Donley
men’s baseball team to
Center, Morgan
sunny South Carolina
Center, and
for spring training.
Schnecksville main
Page 9
campus locations.
Students were
Opinion
invited to eat pizza
Learn the shortcomings for lunch and get
of texting and privacy in the opportunity to
meet personally
social media in
with the president.
society today.
These sessions
Page 10
are very informal. Students meet in a
conference room and sit in a circle at the
table. The students then get pizza and have
conversation with the president. When Dr.
Bieber held “Pizza with the President” at
For students wishing
the Donley Center, she was asked questions
to contribute to THE
mainly about if the facility is moving,
PAW PRINT in the May where it would be moving to, and if there
edition, the focus will
would be any changes to the students’
be throw back Thursday. schedules. Students at the Morgan and
Schnecksville centers focused on letting the
Students are welcome
president know how great the services they
to submit anecdotes
were getting from LCCC are and telling her
about their childhood,
what they plan on doing with their degrees.
memorable moments
Student Alyssa Cagigas was asked what she
thought of “Pizza with the
and potential story
ideas via email. All valid President” meeting.
“The fact that Dr. Bieber wants to hear
ideas will be given due
from us is great because it shows how she
consideration.
cares for her students.” Cagigas said. “I
also think it’s great that students have this
chance to talk to the president of our
school personally.”

#TBT

Photo by Linda Baker
Students at the Donley Center attended
“Pizza with the President” the week of
February 23. The students asked questions
regarding the facility during the
informal gathering.

Dr. Bieber said her reason for holding
these events is, “To learn more about how
we can best serve our students. The center
of what we do is always our students’
success and I need to hear from them if
they are reaching any obstacles or what
more could we do. That was what I hoped
to achieve and I certainly have.” Dr. Bieber
also stated that it was her idea to hold this
event and she plans on doing it regularly
every semester at all five of the LCCC
locations.
Dr.Bieber was asked if these sessions met
her expectations.
“They exceeded them. They absolutely
exceeded them.”
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Information
& Policies

THE PAW PRINT is a studentrun campus newspaper, printed to
bring its students and community
comprehensive coverage of the
news and events affecting our
campus. The editors encourage
interested students to become
involved in the production of The
Paw Print. Interested students
should contact the newspaper via
email (pawprint@lccc.edu).
Students and community

THE PAW PRINT
Contact
Information
Please direct all questions, concerns,
and comments to the following
address:
pawprint@lccc.edu
Students and community will soon
be able to access THE PAW PRINT
online. The newspaper will be
updated twice per semester. PDF
forms of the printed newspaper will
also be accessible shortly.
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will soon be able to access
THE PAW PRINT online. The
newspaper will be updated twice
per semester. PDF forms of the
printed newspaper will also be
accessible shortly. The editors
and advisors are the decisionmaking body of the newspaper and
governs its operations. The paper
is dedicated to accurately reporting
on the activities and proceedings
on campus and in the surrounding
areas. Opinions and views expressed
in the newspaper are those of the
journalists and editors, and do
not necessarily reflect the views
of Lehigh Carbon Community

College.
THE PAW PRINT reserves
the right to make changes and
corrections as they are deemed fit,
and will not promote or advertise
any illegal products or services.
The newspaper will not invade
the privacy of people, involved
or likewise, and will not print
anything deemed libelous or in
poor taste.
THE PAW PRINT editorial
policy reflects the ethics of college
journalism. The paper, both as
a whole and as the journalists
invidually, strive to protect and
uphold this policy at all costs.

Words from the editors
Ashley Delp
Editor

C

ollege is where you make the memories
that last a lifetime. This is where we
meet the friends that will last the rest of
our lives.
As much as college is a time to prepare
and learn for life after school, it is also a
time to explore yourself. Use this time to
find what makes one happy. Follow passions
and hobbies and see where they take you
Hobbies are what keep us sane.
Take the elective. If it sounds like
something you would enjoy, why shouldn’t
you take it. This is when you are supposed
to pursue your interests.
Allow yourself to make mistakes and
learn from them. Remember no matter
how bad of a mistake you made, it will
pass. Even Albert Einstein knew the truth
about mistakes. He once said, “Anyone who
has never made a mistake has never tried
anything new.”
Realize that life is going to change. It
is inevitable. Embrace it and let it guide
you, but make sure those changes are what
you want. Change and how we handle it is
what makes us grow as people. Robert Frost
summed it up best when he said, “In three
words I can sum up everything I’ve learned
about life: it goes on.”
Discover yourself. Live long and prosper.
Go crazy. Be loud. Enjoy the simple things.
Let life go on. Take the doughnut.

Kimberly Kroznuski
Editor

W

hen it comes down to measuring
success, some will measure it in
different ways - how much money has been
made, how many awards have been won,
how many moments have been captured.
While these may be the touchable,
physically attainable measurements of
how far we’ve come, the less tangible parts
of our existence - the memories we make
and the friendships we build - tend to fall
between the cracks.
As this semester reaches its midway
point, keep in mind that to exist without
happiness is to barely exist at all. Time
management is the key to happiness in
these whirlwind lives we lead, and without
it, we find ourselves worked to the bone
with little to show for it.
Bringing this newspaper to the hands
of LCCC students has come as a blessing
in disguise. It has brought out a creative
bliss in me that hasn’t been tapped in a
few years, and it opened my eyes to what
exactly I see myself doing in the future.
Through this semester, I wish that you
accomplish something great and crawl
deeply into your interests. Take a look at
those physical measures of success, the
trophies and dollar signs, and keep those in
the back of your mind. Put your happiness
first, because with that, all good things will
follow.
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Peers connect via Student Government
Jared Waylen
Writer

S

ometimes it can get lonely on a campus
with no dorms or roommates. Clubs are
a great way to feel more involved around
the campus. What’s even better is, as long
as you’re a student at LCCC, one is already
in a club. It’s the Student Government
Association (SGA), and it plays a big role
around the entire Lehigh Valley.
Under Advisor Gene Eden, the SGA
serves LCCC students and faculty as well
as surrounding communities. It promotes
student activities and sponsors LCCC
programs and services.
The SGA goes a long way to promote
student needs and interests. It also creates
strong connections between faculty, staff
and students, making LCCC a comfortable
environment for everyone.
A lot of its work goes unnoticed to the
average, uninvolved student. The SGA
makes a big difference, however, and people
who are closely involved with it can attest
to how important it is even to their own
personal growth.
“It has forced me to develop leadership
skills,” the president of the SGA Jeremiah
Wilhite said. Karen Peralta, another
member of the SGA also spoke about a
similar experience. “It made me believe
that I could do so many things if I just put
my eyes on those things,” she said.
There’s even the possibility to become
more involved in the SGA. One can be

elected or selected as
one of fifteen senators
that meet to discuss
matters every Tuesday.
The requirements to
become a senator are
to be involved in one of
the College’s Standing
Committees, such as
Academic Services or
Curriculum.
Being a senator also
comes with a few perks
such as participating
in leadership activities
or being involved in
local and national
conferences. It can also
Photo by Jared Waylen
give the students an
Jeremiah
Wilhite,
Kaitlyn
Klotz,
Samantha
Eden and Karen
added role in events
Peralta discuss SGA and events. Each of the four spoke about
around the campus.
Samantha Eden,
how the SGA has positively impacted their communications
a member of the
skills and overall confidence.
SGA, referenced a
recent opportunity the
keep up to date on things such as policy
students had on campus in regards to the
changes. Jeremiah Wilhite also mentioned
potential hiring of a new athletic director.
that proposals for new clubs are often
“We got to be a part of the interview
presented in weekly meetings, which could
process and ask them questions like what
shape the future of the campus. A lot
their philosophy is…we don’t make the
of things that the Student Government
final decisions but it’s a great opportunity
Association takes care of are not
for us to meet them.”
recognized, but would be severely missed
Even if one is in another club, the SGA
if it was not there.
likely works closely with the club officer to

ePortfolios spark interest at LCCC
Jessica Fritz
Writer

E

Portfolios are a new creation that are
here to help students land a job after
college yet, many students know little about
what ePortfolios really are.
According to the article “Why
use ePortfolios” at Boston University,
“[Because] ePortfolios can provide a means
for assessment based on evidence of an
individual’s growth over time and effortnot a list of test scores.”
At LCCC there are classes that guide
students in developing and maintaining
an ePortfolio. “DMP 105: Introduction to
Media Communications” is an example of
one of these classes.
By having a site that shows all of a
student’s work it will help future employers
to see what they are capable of before

interviewing the student for a job. An
ePortfolio added to the students resume will
help a lot with securing an interview for the
right job.
ePortfolios are an important tool for all
students to use. Yet, it can be a confusing
process if the student does not know how to
create one. According to Professor Wendy
Barron, “The Career Development Center
has Julie Ambrose [to help]. I know they
have an extensive support system.”
It is important to have an ePortfolio
according to Professor Barron. “It gives the
student an opportunity to archive, organize,
and reflect on their work while being a
vehicle to share with others and help in
career development.”
ePortfolios are an important thing to

learn and create while here at LCCC.
There is plenty of help and benefits from
having an ePortfolio.
According to Professor Barron, “…
The e-Portfolio is a compilation of
collegiate work and demonstrates your
abilities to potential transfer institutions,
internship and employment opportunities.
You can continue to add to it as your
skills and experiences grow. In addition
to showcasing your work, the ePortfolio
is designed to include explanations,
reflections and self-analyses of your own
work. It goes beyond a simple repository
or reel of your work.”
This leaves students at LCCC with a
way to get help creating an ePortfolio to
help with a future career.
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The Eat Beat: Marco’s Pizza made to impress
Daniel Berrios
Writer

T

he Donley Center on 7th and Hamilton
in Allentown sits at the center of
entertainment and culture in the city.
For those hoping to get a quick bite
between classes, something in their price
range or within a decent amount of time
might seem out of reach.
Resting on the lower level of one of 8th
and Hamilton Streets’ store fronts, Marco’s
Pizza contrasts greatly with the surrounding
culture. Taking the first few steps down into
the below-ground Italian restaurant you
might feel like one is about to step into a
cramped hovel, but that couldn’t be furthest
from the truth.
Walking through the entrance to
the sleepy little eatery one is instantly
transported to a different part of the world
due to being surrounded by beautiful art
and a clear connection to the owner’s
Italian roots.
Upon reaching the counter one is
instantly greeted by the friendly staff,
smiling and welcoming while handing out
menus. Behind the counter the impressive
kitchen displays a grand pizza oven, acting
like a center piece that adds to the feeling
that this is an authentic Italian restaurant.
The food was delivered promptly to
the table, a gorgeous Margarita Pizza
accompanied by the smiling face of the owner.

The steam gently wafted
off the pie, giving off the
hint of fresh basil and warm
bread. Taking a bite of the
food you are instantly hit
with how different it was to
a typical pizza. The sauce
was light and sat well in the
stomach, while the cheese
tasted as though they’d
made a fresh batch just for
the one pizza. It’s hard to
point out the best part of
the food, but the nice flaky
crust is certainly a star. It’s
Photo by Daniel Berrios
not doughy or overly done
and tastes like premium
The soft, comfortable lighting of Marco’s Pizza put
bread.
customers at ease while they wait for their order. The service
After the meal one is
is prompt and friendly, while the price fits the college budget.
left feeling full, but without
When it comes to food Marco’s Pizza
that sick heavy feeling you usually get from
certainly delivers, but where certain
eating pizza. A much-welcome change.
The only negative to Marco’s Pizza is its restaurants would stop there Marco’s Pizza
goes a step beyond by providing a relaxing
exact position. For someone driving by it
doesn’t pop out at you. The signs do a good atmosphere with great service.
Finally, and maybe most importantly,
job of pointing one to the entrance, but
this quality experience comes with a very
unfortunately, unless one is walking by it’s
reasonable price tag that won’t leave
very easy to miss.
students or staff with a hole in their pocket.
For students who have class soon, every
This experience of eating at Marco’s
second counts and rushing in and out will
Pizza earns a rating of 4.5 out of 5.
certainly put a damper on the experience.

Smart travel ideas for students
Lindsey Ehret
Writer

A

re you a student who has a passion
Work Opportunities: Many people are
for travel, but doesn’t know how to go
unaware of the vast opportunities out there
about it in a financially safe way? Here are for work and travel. For someone who has
some exciting travel ideas that can help.
never been to the U.S. national
Road trips: Instead of having to
parks, but always dreamed
worry about a plane ticket that
of it, then this is a great
would fly through the roof
idea. There are many
large corporations,
with prices, grab a friend and
such as one called
go on an old fashioned road
Xanterra, which
trip. Because gas prices are
allows people to
high and this requires a lot of
actually work through
the national parks
money for gas, make a plan to
with a guaranteed
go through a certain area, such
place
to live, eat and
as up North. Maybe stay close
work. So workers will
and head to the states near PA.
be saving money while
Pennsylvania has some of the best
exploring some of the most
views on the Appalachian trail which
beautiful sights in the United
also goes through Maine and Georgia. This
States. This is perfect for someone who
could be the adventure of the year.
wants to get away for the summer and

see the Grand Canyon or the Rocky
Mountains. The opportunities are endless.
Internships: The Disney Co-Op
program is an amazing way to travel while
saving money. Go to Florida or California
and make money while accumulating
new experiences and meeting new people.
Live in the warm areas of the South and
West coast. Live there for 4-6 months and
receive college credits while doing so.
Study Abroad: When people think of
studying abroad, they sometimes think of
money coming out of their pockets, but
this doesn’t have to be ´true. There are many
opportunities for scholarships for studying
abroad. This will help students save money
while still being able to get that young
travel experience. Part time jobs are still
an option too, so students can save some
money while in a different country.
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Netflix originals aim to impress
Ashley Delp
Editor

N

etflix, an essential part of any college student’s experience, has taken the world by storm with
its made for debut series. With shows as successful as Orange is the New Black and House of Cards it
only makes sense that Netflix would create new shows for 2015. More often than not, it creates series
that have millions binge watching episode after episode and these eight should be no different.

The Unbreakable
Kimmy Schmidt

Comedy

Ellie Kemper
Tituss Burgess
Carol Kane
Jane Krakowski
Sara Chase
Lauren Adams
Sol Miranda

Take 30 Rock add The Office with a dash of Friends and
you have Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt. Emerging from
a cult after 15 years, Kimmy (Ellie Kemper) reclaims
her life in New York City. Armed only with light-up
sneakers, a backpack and a few overdue books and
nothing is going to stand in her way as she takes on a
world she thought didn’t even exist any more.

Bloodlines

Thriller

Kyle Chandler
Ben Mendelsohn
Linda Cardellini
Sam Shepard
Sissy Spacek
Norbert Leo Butz

Daredevil

Action

Charlie Cox
Deborah Ann Woll
Elden Henson
Rosario Dawson
Vincent D’Onofrio
Ayelet Zurer

Bloodlines centers on the lives of four adults in a closeknit family. When their black sheep brother returns
home, things get interesting. As dark secrets and
shameful pasts are revealed the phrase family loyalty
is pushed to the extremes. Imagine Arrested Development
but darker.
A blind superhero? Is that even possible? It is for
Matt Murdock (Charlie Cox) in Daredevil. Murdock
was blinded as a young boy which has given him
extraordinarily heightened senses. He fights injustice
by day as a lawyer in New York City and by night as
the superhero Daredevil.

F is for Family

Animated
Comedy

Bill Burr
Laura Dern
Justin Long
Haley Reinhart

Grace and
Frankie

Comedy

Jane Fonda
Lily Tomlin
Martin Sheen
Sam Waterston
June Diane Raphael
Ethan Embry
Brooklyn Decker

The 1970s a time when one could “smack your kid,
smoke inside and bring a gun to the airport.” Sounds
great, right? F is for Family follows the lives of the
Murphy family during the 1970s. The animated series
was created by Bill Burr and Emmy award-winner
Michael Price.
Is that a Golden Girls rerun? No, that is Gracie and
Frankie, from the producers of Friends and Home
Improvement. Follow the pair as their lives become
permanently intertwined when their husbands leave
them... for each other. The pair of frienemies turned
cohorts face the challenges of dating in their 70s
during the 21st century.

Narcos

Crime Drama

Wagner Moura
Pedro Pascal
Manolo Cardona
Boyd Holbrook
Mauricio Compte
Ana De la Reguera

Politics. Police. Military. Civilians. All clash in the
drama Narcos. The true-to-life story of the spread
and growth of cocaine cartels across the world show
the miniscule details of law enforcement efforts. The
cartels and law enforcement often meet in brutal,
bloody conflict.

Marvel’s A.K.A.
Jessica Jones

Action

Krysten Ritter
David Tennant
Mike Colter
Rachael Taylor
Wil Traval

Any Marvel fanatic should already know about the
premiere of Marvel’s A.K.A Jessica Jones. After the tragic
end of her superhero career, Jones opens a detective
agency in New York City. She focuses on cases dealing
with people who have special abilities.

Sense8

Science Fiction

Brian J. Smith
Tuppence Middleton
Aml Ameen
Bae Doona
Miguel Ángel Silvestre

For the sci-fi fans, Netflix has created Sense8. After
a tragic death, eight people from around the word
become emotionally and mentally connected. Each
episode is centered around one character and his or
her story as they explore how this happened.
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In Focus: Social Media
Social media sites have been around longer than most people
realize. From 1997 to 2001, SixDegrees.com dominated the field and is
considered the first social networking site. It allowed users to create
personal pages and connect with their friends online.
Friendster popularized social media sites in the United States
in 2002, and from there, sites grew drastically: MySpace (2003),
Facebook (2004), Twitter (2006), Pinterest (2009) and Google+ (2012).
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56% of all social
media users are
female.
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We have all seen the photos of people trying to find their
birth parents or the stories of how the police caught the
criminal because he commented on a status. Social media sites spread
information faster than any other site.
More than 50% of people learn breaking news on social media.
Reports of the 2012 shooting at the Century movie theatre in Aurora,
Colorado flooded Facebook and Twitter before news crews had even
reached the scene.
Crowd sourcing and crowd funding allow for complete strangers
to help others accomplish goals via social media sites. A mother
found a kidney donor for her sick child by posting a video on her
Facebook. Crowdwise, a social media site strictly for crowd
sourcing and crowd funding, raised $845,989, as of
November 2012, for the victims of Hurricane Sandy.
ion
l
l
i
b
Followers of Pencils of Promise have helped the non
2.7
'
'
s
profit build 74 schools with four more underway.
' l i ke

'

In October of 2012,
Facebook reported
that it had one billion
monthly users, making
it the most popular
social media site.
Every day Facebook
manages:

300 million
photo
uploads

2.5 bill
status ion
u
a n d ' ' c p d a te s
heck in
s''

Who hasn't spent hours on Facebook, Twitter
or Tumblr looking at essentially nothing. Forty
percent of 8 to 18 year olds spend 54 minutes or
more on social media sites.
Social media sites can damage a person's
employment prospects and job stability. When looking
at potential employees, recruiters respond negatively
to profanity, poor spelling or grammar, illegal drugs,
sexual content and religious content. Who would
have thought? Former US Representative Anthony
Wiener was forced to resign after the press caught
wind of a sexting scandal he was a part of after it
went viral on Twitter in 2011.
Nothing can ever completely be deleted after it
has been posted on social media sites. The Library of
Congress has archived every public tweet on Twitter
from March 2006 to date. In recent times, information
on Facebook has been used in divorce proceedings and is
listed as a reason in one third of all divorces filed.
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Popular diets fall flat under scrutiny
Ashley Delp
Editor

O

ne just has to Google the
word “diet” and one is
bombarded with various
types of diets. Among the
most popular diets are
raw food, gluten-free
and paleo diets. They
are promoted for their
“quick-results” and their
“scientific backing.”
The raw food diet has
been around for years
and focuses on fresh fruits
and vegetables. Foods are
not cooked above 116 degrees
Fahrenheit so the enzymes in the
food stay intact. This creates a long list of
foods that are off-limits, like bread, beans,
lentils, pasta, meat and eggs. Some die-hard
dieters choose to consume unpasteurized
milk and cheese, along with raw fish and
meat so they stay in compliance with the
diet. The raw food diet was ranked 29 out
of the 31 diets ranked in the U.S. News’s
Best Diets Overall list.

Gluten-free dieting emerged
as more people with celiac
disease and gluten sensitivity
surfaced. With more
people attempting a
gluten-free diet more
variety is available in
grocery stores but they
are still priced higher
than their gluten-rich
counterparts. The perserving cost of Nabisco’s
Multigrain Wheat Thins
is 31 cents, while it’s 57
cents for the company’s
gluten-free Sea Salt & Pepper
Rice Thins. Gluten-free products
also have higher sugar and fat content.
According to ConsumerReports.org, a
Thomas’ Plain Bagel has seven grams of
sugar compared to 14 grams of sugar in
Glutino’s Original New York Style Bagel.
The caveman inspired paleo diet has
a cult following because of its claims to
increase athletic performance, become

naturally lean and eliminate acne.
Advocates claim that by following a diet
similar to our ancient ancestors that they
will be rid of the “diseases of civilization.”
The paleo diet was ranked dead last on the
U.S. News’s Best Diets Overall list because
of its highly restrictive nature. Entire food
groups are cut out by shunning dairy and
grains; this makes it tougher for dieters
to consume the necessary amounts of
calcium and vitamin D.
Vegan diets have created a craze
because of its environmental and health
benefits. The meat-and-dairy free diet
promotes weight loss and can reduce the
risk of heart disease and diabetes. However,
going vegan means a restrictive diet and
variety is limited. Because of its restrictive
nature this diet can be a lot of work.
Diets come and go. If one is seeking
to lose weight, stick to the old fashioned
way of exercise and healthy eating. There
is no magic, quick fix diet. Every diet has
its own repercussions, even if the dieter is
unaware of them.

Stress remedies for the college student
Kailey Herring
Writer

I

Exercise

s this semester stressing you out? It can
be hard, at times, to juggle school with
work, family, and social activities. Here are some
Okay, so we all know how it feels to get
remedies to help cope with stress this semester:
home from a long day at LCCC and be
tempted to play video games or pig out
in the kitchen. Going for a nice walk in
Who said bedtime is just for little kids?
the park is much better, not to mention
The average adult needs about seven
healthier. A 20-minute walk a day can
hours of sleep each night. Feeling tired can really help one’s body to unwind, take in
lead to laziness, lack of motivation and
some fresh air and relieve stress.
procrastination. Nothing is harder than
having to write a paper or study for a test,
but not having the energy to do it. Keeping
Always feeling behind, like there is never
up with a good sleep schedule may just help time to catch up, can be stressful. Do not
change one’s attitude towards school overall.
fall behind on school work or other things
that matter most. Stay ahead of the game.

Sleep

Finish work

Eat well

If someone’s diet consists of mass
amounts of coffee, soda, chips and gummy
bears, they may find themselves easily
irritable. This is because the body can become
stressed from improper nutrition. Balanced
meals filled with assortments of fruits and
veggies can help to fuel the body and mind.

Yoga

Taking some time to deeply relax can
greatly affect the stresses in the body. Yoga
does just that. It also releases endorphins,
which are proven to improve your mood.
Keep the mind and body positive. Go do
some yoga.

Journal

Had a bad day? Had a good day? Keep
track of everything in a journal. Writing a
bit to recap one’s day each night can set a
relaxed mood before bed.

Social time

Being too focused on getting things
done can really bring out stress. School
work is a big commitment, but sometimes
a break is needed. Ask some friends to
go see a movie, get some ice cream or a
burger from one’s favorite burger joint.
Positive friends can help keep a positive
attitude.

Hobbies

Start a hobby. Knit, paint, write, hike
or whatever one loves, do more of it. Go
get some new yarn or a paint brush. Have
time saved within a busy schedule to keep
up with something you love. It will help keep
you sane.
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Baseballers head south to avoid the snow
Jared Waylen
Writer

R

emember the cold and icy conditions we
dealt with in February and into March?
The LCCC men’s baseball team
avoided that with a trip to sunny South
Carolina from March 6th to the 11th as
they experienced spring training in South
Carolina for the first time ever.
Not only was it a great way to beat the
snow, but it could also play a huge part in
the team’s success this season.
“The more times you can get out on to
the field, and the more frequently before we
play region games, the better of we’ll be,”
head coach Darren Lenhart said.
That will provide the team with a huge
advantage as opposed to last season. Last
year, with the crazy amount of snow the
region received, the team was not able
to get on the field until April. That’s a
month’s head start compared to last year.
The trip to South Carolina goes far
beyond just being able to play on a field
rather than in a gym. The baseball team
has gotten to play teams from all over the
country, such as Illinois Valley Community
College. It also competed against four year
schools from Division III, which presents a
nice situation for the team.
“Their coaches will be there for the
potential of guys transferring. It gives an
extra amount of exposure and it’s a good
experience,” Lenhart said.
The trip comes with some downsides,

however. With a smile
on his face and a laugh
to go with it, Coach
Lenhart said he is not
looking forward to the
drive. “The ten-hour
drive in vans with 1822 year old men…,”
he said.
With that aside, he
was still very much
looking forward to
the trip. I spoke with
Carl Cressman, who
referenced the amount
of talent the team will
see down in South
Photo by Jared Waylen
Carolina, which will likely be more As the men’s baseball team traveled to South
than it experiences all season here.
Carolina for training, the field is covered in
He also said he looked forward to
snow. The team spent all of spring break at
getting closer as a team.
Not only him, but the whole team training camp and concluded with playing
looked genuinely excited for both the other Division III teams.
challenge and the opportunity.
go on to win the national championship.
Why wouldn’t they? They have a
chance to improve on an already impressive Coach Lenhart spoke about their
impressive performance and how hard
track record under Coach Lenhart. As
they battled, but ultimately came up short
long as the team wins as many games as it
and missed opportunities.
loses, it will qualify for regional play. The
Perhaps with the extra practice the
Cougars done that every year but one since
Cougars have received in South Carolina,
Darren Lenhart has been here.
the team could take that next step in
Last year’s season ended in a best of
regional play.
three series against the team that would

Self-diagnoses of illnesses spirals out of control
Ashley Delp
Editor

L

oss of interest in usual activities, fatigue, professional, serious ailments are pushed
loss of appetite, insomnia, difficulty
to the side because they are thought
concentrating. All common symptoms of
to be more trivial than they are. The
depression, something that everyone seems same symptoms mentioned earlier are
to have these days.
also symptoms of hyperthyroidism,
With technology at one’s fingertips, it
mononucleosis, Type 1 Diabetes and
is easy to self-diagnose
anemia, to
- a person who
every ache and pain
name a few.
in his body. Websites
spends their time searching medical Professionals,
like WebMD allow
websites and convincing himself that who trained
for a person to type
for years,
he as the diseases he finds...
any symptom into a
can connect
search bar and have an
the dots
instant result and diagnosis. These sources
between symptoms better than an online
were created to allow people to have
questionnaire.
the convince and privacy of looking up
On the flip side, having so many diseases
embarrassing symptoms in their own homes at one’s fingertips can turn any sane
but as a society these resources have been
person into a cyberchondriac - a person
exploited.
who spends their time searching medical
By not regularly seeing a medical
websites and convincing himself that he

cyberchondriac

as the diseases he finds, according to
UrbanDictionary.com. Every cough, sniffle
and ache are blown out of proportion.
A simple common cold becomes Lyme
disease, Lupus or Influenza.
Sites like this can also misinform many
people. All websites are not reliable. They
offer “miraculous cures” for anything from
freckles to cancer. Anyone with an internet
connection can make and maintain a
website that offers diagnoses and cures but
that does not necessarily mean they are
right.
The internet is a wonderful and
incredible gift but it is overused and
abused. Technology has pushed the
limits on what is the acceptable use of
medical websites. They were created to
make lives more convenient, not create
cyberchondriacs.
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Society taken over by texting
Lindsay Ehret
Writer

E

verywhere people go they are texting.
They are texting at home, in class and
even while driving. But the question is, is
this helping or hurting communication
skills? Research has shown that texting
is crippling children’s abilities to
interact properly face to face. Texting
is an impersonal act. Texting makes
conversations miss out on aspects that
should be put into them, and this leads
to people not knowing how to actually
communicate with each other in person.
The act of texting is increasing.
In CNN’S article, “We Never Talk
Anymore”, this is shown: “The number
of text messages sent monthly in the U.S.
exploded from 14 billion in 2000 to 188
billion in 2010.” It seems that Americans
text more than they speak and this is not
a good thing. Texting lacks what face to
face conversation has: body language,
tone and perhaps most importantly eye
contact. This makes communication
over text very confusing and hard to
understand. How can you tell when the

person is joking or being serious?
Without body language and facial
expressions, it is difficult to say.
Freshman Valentina Gambino
feels strongly about this. “I have
come across people who don’t
know how to talk to each other.
Texting is turning people into
introverts and it is making it
hard for them to socialize.”
This is a valid argument.
Not only is texting
impersonal, but it is
actually hurting vital
communication skills
for future years. Many
children receive their
first cell phones at
young ages. This
means that at
the start of the
most important
developmental years
they are already hindering
the ability to grow. This is a problem

because when those children are
adults, they are going to have
to try extra hard to
communicate well.
It is clear this
epidemic is most
detrimental to
young adults that
are growing up with
this way of life. This
is why Americans need
to stop the epidemic
from coming in between
what makes them human
instead of robots: face to
face interaction. If people
limit the texts they send to
a smaller number, focus on
talking to the person that is
actually in front of them and
realize that texting is not the
most important thing, then we
can return to simpler times such
as before the time when texting
took over lives.

Social media invades privacy
Isabella Ellis
Writer

I

n an article on Bloomberg.com, it was
discovered that Twitter has reached a
deal to show tweets in Google’s search
results. Doug Anmuth, an analyst for
JPMorgan, said that the deal would create
“more opportunities for Twitter to convert,
and possibly
monetize,
logged out
users.”
He also
stated
“For

Google we believe search results will be
the area of privacy. Facebook is a prime
enhanced by access to
example, because the site
real-time tweets and as “As long as you’re smart tracks your exact location
much broader amount
well as asks for your
about what you tweet, it as
of content.”
address in the info section.
This is the positive shouldn’t be a problem.”
As an individual
end of the spectrum,
currently residing in the
however, there is always
land of the free, this
going to be a negative
probably sounds very
approach as well. Many students had
ironic. It is not unusual to question why
apparently no previous knowledge of the
social media even has access to personal
deal that was made between Google and
information. It is normal to be concerned
Twitter.
about the level of security regarding any
“I think it’s not that awesome that you
social media. In fact, there have been
can type up my username and read my
various lawsuits over social media and the
personal tweets,” Dean Krause said.
disclosure of personal information.
Another student, Anthony Richter,
However, that has not stopped the social
said, “As long as you’re smart about
media industry from obtaining any and all
what you tweet, it shouldn’t be a
information. Privacy is important to many
problem.”
people and it is also valued for its sense
Generally speaking, Twitter is
of security. So, in the long run, when it
not the only social media site that comes to social media, where do we as a
has sparked some controversy in
technology-frenzied society draw the line?

- Anthony Richter
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Anti-vax movement lacks educated force
Kimberly Kroznuski
Editor

A

n average student wakes up one
morning for class, feeling pretty lousy
– head congestion, low-grade fever and a
dry, heaving cough. Not wanting to miss
class, he gets dressed and goes anyway.
His typical routine ensues. He picks up
his friends in his car, drives to his campus,
and kindly holds the door for a few people
coming into the building behind him. How
nice, right?
The next few days, he starts to feel worse.
His whole body aches, his skin is getting
pale from lack of sleep and food and he
starts breaking out in a red, splotchy rash.
He texts his friends. Some of them feel the
same way.
This is how easy it is to acquire and
spread the measles without the vaccination.
This is how easy it was for people to
acquire and spread the measles in a recent
U.S. outbreak. The outbreak, which began
in early January of this year, is linked
back to unvaccinated children with the
virus who visited DisneyLand. Infants and
children who were too young to receive the
vaccine ended up getting the measles at the
happiest place on earth. Great vacation,
right?
Many parents are particularly
uneducated or under-educated when it
comes to vaccinations. Many parents see
articles on the internet with headlines that
talk about how blah blah vaccination has

caused autism or how the chemicals in this
vaccine are harmful to a child, and they
don’t check the source. They don’t research
further. That small bit of information stays
in the head of a parent, and it is at that
point that a parent decides not to vaccinate.
Not to say that all parents choose this, as
some children can have allergic reactions or
immune deficiencies to vaccines. But then
what are those parents left with? They are
forced to rely on herd vaccination – the
widespread vaccination of people so that
they are not infected/infecting others to keep their children safe from rubella,
chicken pox, mumps and pertussis, among
other, more detrimental diseases.
Vaccination is one of the most
spectacular medical advances in history.
Polio, a crippling and potentially deadly
disease, has been reduced to virtually
nothing due to vaccinations. According to
the World Health Organization, the disease
has been reduced from 350,000 cases in
1988 to a mere 416 cases in 2013 – an
outstanding feat in the world of science.
The minor side effects of a vaccine for
polio – low fever, drowsiness, and a sore
injection site – are pleasantly welcomed
when compared to lifelong paralysis, but
yet still people assume that the chemicals in
vaccines are more harmful and that there is
no need to obtain them.
The chemicals found within most common

vaccinations that some “scientists” and
“doctors” consider harmful and dangerous
can be found in many common foods
and other exposure methods, typically
in much higher amounts. According to a
study published by Science of the Total
Environment, the average amount of
aluminum found in natural breast milk
came in at around 0.38 milligrams per
liter. The average amount of aluminum
in a hepatitis B vaccine? A whopping
0.25 milligrams. Based on these numbers,
an infant takes in almost two milligrams
of aluminum per week, as opposed to
the minute amount of exposure from a
vaccine. The chemicals in the vaccines all
serve purpose, and the anti-vax movement
aims to put these chemicals in a negative
light.
To assume that the pain and trauma
caused by some of these diseases holds
a fighting chance against the minor
amount of chemicals or the slim chance
of an adverse effect from a vaccine is
an uneducated assumption. Those who
cannot receive these life-saving medicines
due to their allergies or health issues do
not deserve to suffer because someone was
negligent of the facts and made the choice
not to protect their children. To make
this choice is negligent of not only that
person’s children, but also to the children
around them.

Facebook keeps tabs on breaking news
Staff Editorial
With the instant access to social media
at the hands of the average American,
many people have become dependent on
websites such as Facebook and Twitter
as sources for breaking news. Bloggers
and Twitter-ers alike are now attaining
“journalist” stature simply for their access
to information about breaking topics.
Over the last year, Facebook has
enabled a new “Trending News” sidebar,
where viewers are able to see what people
across the globe are discussing. This tothe-minute ticker calculates statuses and
news articles shared by users, allowing for
the average person to log on and see what
the most popular topics are.
This widget keeps readers up-to-date
on what is going on in the world and lets
them discuss the topics without the need
to turn to major news corporations, such
as television broadcasts which may be

limited on airtime, and news websites
which might not have the most recent
information posted at the time of access.
The addition of this feed on the
homepage has proved to be most effective
in getting users to read the news. Not
only is it putting all of the most popular
topics at the fingertips of the people, but
it is leading them to read further and
discuss the news at hand.
While many people find that the
emergence of social media has caused
the disappearance of communication, it
has essentially brought forth a new form
of discussion. When the information is
shared via a friend’s Facebook timeline, a
discussion comes forth and allows friends
to talk about and share the information
further. The instantaneous access to the
news, especially through a platform (like
Facebook) that Americans know and love,

has caused users to become more wellread and makes them crave information.
The constant grasp at new knowledge is
creating a smarter nation.
Since the wave of social networking
and media has overcome the lives of
teens and young adults in recent years,
there has been a major concern with the
decline of intelligence and basic social
skills, and while this may actually be
a point of panic, the access to news is
certainly not to blame.
To be able to find a commonplace
where one can read, comment, and
discuss the news, while also keeping
personal contact with others and find
basic entertainment - this is what makes
websites such as Facebook so revolutionary.
Social media continues to make history
with its constant feed of news and useful
applications.
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Programs volunteer for food bank efforts
Kimberly Kroznuski
Editor
tudents from LCCC’s TV/Film
and Human Services programs
volunteered with the Second Harvest
Food Bank of Lehigh Valley in order to
bring light to the program’s influence
on the area. Led by Professor Wendy
Barron, the programs joined together to
create five Public Service Announcements
and a behind-the-scenes video, describing
the program and showing how it
influences the community.
“While volunteering for just a short
two hours on a Friday afternoon, I
helped load boxes of donated food into
trucks to send off to food banks and
be served to those in need,” Rachel
DeCressi, LCCC TV/Film student,
said. “It didn’t take much time or
energy out of my day, especially
considering how awesome of a cause
this is. It’s worth every minutes if
it means we’re helping to make a

S

difference.”
Students from both
programs showcased
the videos as part of
their project, where
they were able to watch
the videos together and
discuss their experiences.
“Volunteering over at
Second Harvest meant a
lot to me because it gave
me not only the chance
to help people who
Photo Courtesy of Cody Wisniewski
were less fortunate than
Students work together to load trucks as the Second
myself, but it allowed
Harvest Food Bank. Students from LCCC’s Human Services
me to better understand and TV/Film program made PSAa about their project.
how I can raise awareness
were less fortunate than myself, but
for a cause as important as this,”
it allowed me to better understand
Shane Ritter TV/Film student, said.
how I can raise awareness for a
“Volunteering over at Second Harvest
cause as important as this.” For more
meant a lot to me because it gave me
information about the Second Harvest
not only the chance to help people who
Food Bank, visit www.shfblv.com.

Women in Technology

Looking for a high demand job?
Consider our Computer Specialist-Network
Technology program.
Our graduates have been hired by local companies such as:
. Parkland School District
. PenTeleData
. Lutron Electronics

For more information

Visit our booth at the majors fair for
undecided students April 1st in the
ARC Cafeteria or contact Joyce
Thompson (jthompson@lccc.edu).

